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Executive Summary 

This Investment Information Memorandum is designed to provide the reader 
with an overview for the successful production, marketing and distribution of 
the feature film titled GARDENS OF WAR.    

Company Overview 

Gardens of War Ltd is an investment company situated in Vanuatu and was 
established to facilitate the production of the movie of the same name.  

Purpose 

Gardens of War Ltd seeks to obtain a capital investment of $6,000,000 (AUD). 

Objective & Mission 

The Production Team’s primary objective and mission is to produce an 
independent feature film that will emulate the look and feel of a studio-produced 
film through collaborative efforts of an experienced, resourceful and professional 
production team consisting of Australian and Ni-Vanuatu cast and crew.   

It is also intended to create a pathway for future investment in movie production 
in Vanuatu and to harness the skills and talents of Ni Vanuatu.  (Vanuatu locals) 

Timeframe and Location 

GARDENS OF WAR  will be shot over the course of 40 days of principal 
photography on the island of Efate, Vanuatu. 

Pre-production would begin in June 2021 in both Australia and Vanuatu with 
the Australian cast and crew arriving in Vanuatu around August 1, staying for a 
minimum of 12 weeks. It is anticipated that the editing and sound track would 
be completed by March 2022 for an initial release in Australia and New 
Zealand, followed by a full international release. 

It's important that you ensure you have read the Pitch Deck that provides a complete 
outline of the project including the synopsis, key cast, crew and filming details. 
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About the Film 

Genre 

GARDENS OF WAR is an action drama. 

Rating 

GARDENS OF WAR anticipates receiving an  M  rating from the Motion Picture   
Association of America (MPAA) due to language and low level violence. 

Tagline 

Telling a ghost story can be deadly! 

Synopsis 

GARDENS OF WAR is set in 1982.  Bunnie Blackwell is a young  Australian  
TV producer who discovers the lost diary of her father, a mining engineer who  
mysteriously disappeared 30 years before in a remote mountain valley. 

She raises the money to make a documentary and brings a small crew to the  
Wegan Islands (a fictitious Melanesian island nation) to uncover what happened  
to her father.  However there is trouble brewing within the crew that kicks off a tribal war.  
The crew is at each others throats and they disturb the ghost of Bunnie's father,   
unleashing havoc on the valley and its inhabitants. 

When their only escape route is cut off, they become trapped and will be lucky to get  
out alive. 

For a full synopsis and breakdown please read the Pitch Deck document or  
alternatively ask for a copy of the script. 
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Financial Structure 

GARDENS OF WAR Ltd is a Vanuatu company that has been established as the  
financial vehicle to fund the film and distribute the returns. 

- The company is seeking to raise $6,000,000 (AUD) through the sale of  
   30 shares at $200,000 (AUD) per share. 

 - Any single investor who buys 5 or more shares would be entitled to an Executive  
   Producer credit on the film. 

 - The producers, Bill Leimbach and Bill Mulham, will also hold 1 share each in  
   exchange for their extensive development work to date. 

 - The funds will provide for the development, production, and post production   
   of the film as well as a public relations and marketing campaign. 

 - Unlike other feature film projects, the shareholders will retain 100% of  
   the equity in the film and will receive 100% of the net returns.  

 - All contracts for the cast, crew, music, international distribution, and Vanuatu PR  
   will be made with GARDENS OF WAR Ltd.  All rights to the film remain with  
   the investors. 

 - All creative control with regards to the production and marketing of the film remain 
   with the producers. 

 - All returns will be distributed to the investors Pro-Rata on an annual basis including the   
   company accounts that will be audited by one of Vanuatu's leading financial  
   centres. 

- Returns will come from the World Wide Theatrical Release and other traditional  
  sales channels such as  DVD, Pay TV, Free To Air TV, Video on Demand, Streaming  
  Channels, Soundtrack Sales,  Merchandising and Sponsorship deals. 
  

- The investment will run in perpetuity and will continue to provide returns should the film   
  continue to sell.  
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The Development of the Film 

The film's story stems from the early career of Producer Bill Leimbach who 
worked on various documentaries set in remote tribal locations all over the 
world from West Papua to Borneo and the Amazon. 

Visit the History Section on our website if you'd like to know more. 

But what happens if a documentary crew goes into a remote indigenous 
location and all hell breaks loose?  That was the impetus for GARDENS OF 
WAR. 

Bill wrote an initial draft and contacted his long-time colleague Bill Mulham, now 
a Vanuatu resident, to see if he was interested in the project.  Bill Mulham was 
immediately on board and could see the potential of how this could be made in 
Vanuatu.   

In November 2019 Bill Leimbach hopped on a plane to Port Vila and the 
development of the film began.  We were able to secure some development 
funding through local investors and engaged veteran screenwriter Reg Cribb 
who also came over to Vanuatu to add his magic to the script.  

We visited many locations with the majority of the key sites being confirmed.  
And most of the sites are within 20 - 30 minutes from Port Vila, which is pretty 
amazing considering we are making a movie about a really remote tribe locked 
away from civilisation.  This makes the production more appealing as the cast 
and crew can still enjoy the creature comforts they're used to at their 
accommodation.  With many of them being able to walk across the road to the 
location that will host the main village sets. This is an important factor when 
trying to coax leading cast and crew members to be away from home for up to 
twelve weeks. 

In September 2020 Jo-Anne Brechin came on board as the Director and writer. 
She did a further draft of the script and added a woman's perspective to 
Bunnie's character.  Jo-Anne has already directed two feature films:  Zelos 
(currently on Amazon Prime) and Paper Champions (currently on Netflix worldwide). 

A copy of the script can be made available if you'd like to read it. 
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Production Schedule and Budget 

With the script now ready to shoot,  several contractors from the US, India and 
Australia were given the task of developing a shooting schedule. 

All three schedules came in at around 40 days of filming.  Which consisting of  
5 days per week is 8 weeks in total. 

So a budget was created by veteran producer Kristen Hodges using the Screen 
Australia industry standard,  A-Z Budgeting spreadsheet.   

The budget comes in at just under Six Million AUD which includes a 
contingency of 10%. 

The budget calls for 6 Australian Actors, 18 crew and department heads from 
Sydney and 10 Students from Griffith University and their associated mentor. 

All other cast, crew and support personnel will be sourced from Vanuatu. 

DMC Vanuatu is an established events and advertising business in Port Vila 
that would co-ordinate the operation, contracting and local payments etc. 

Although COVID has shut down film production all over the world, Vanuatu is 
one of the few places globally that is currently COVID free and its borders have 
been closed since March 2020. 

Negotiations are underway between the Vanuatu government and the 
Australian High Commission to smooth a way for the professional production 
team to come to Vanuatu in August 2021.  This would include an All-of-
Government-Approach. 

This would be required to facilitate exit visas for Australia, work visas for 
Vanuatu, and work with Customs and Bio Security to bring in the equipment, 
props and wardrobe. 

At this stage we are expecting that the cast and crew would need to quarantine 
for up to two weeks. However we are insisting that they will be in their own 
resort compound and will be able to work together online to discuss the script, 
rehearse scenes and work with the Vanuatu crew in a virtual manner. 

A two page Budget Summary is to follow.  A  copy of the complete schedule 
and budget can be made available if you'd like to view them. 
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ABOVE THE LINE COSTS

STORY & SCRIPT 125,000.00$                                  
DEVELOPMENT 204,500.00$                                  
PRODUCERS 340,000.00$                                  
DIRECTOR 120,000.00$                                  
TOTAL  "ABOVE  THE  LINE"  COSTS 789,500.00$       

BELOW THE LINE / PRODUCTION COSTS

UNIT FEES & SALARIES
Production Management 149,067.00$                                  
Production Accountancy 39,680.00$                                    
Asst.Directors & Script Supervision 111,964.00$                                  
Camera Crew 155,600.00$                                  
Sound Crew 49,200.00$                                    
Lighting Crew 82,716.00$                                    
Grips Crew 49,200.00$                                    
Costume Crew 69,090.00$                                    
Make-up Crew 76,480.00$                                    
Hairdressing Crew 32,760.00$                                    
Art Department (Design) Crew 80,000.00$                                    
Standby Carpenter 4,680.00$                                      
Special Effects & Armoury Crew 1,560.00$                                      
Occupational Health & Safety Crew 17,160.00$                                    
Tuition & Technical Advisers 3,000.00$                                      
   Total Unit Fees & Salaries: 922,157.00$   

FRINGES & WORKERS COMP - CREW/CAST 20,072.00$     

CAST & CASTING
Casting Fees & Expenses 14,580.00$                                    
Principal Cast 665,940.00$                                  
Stunt Co-ordinator 37,500.00$                                    
Extras 94,120.00$                                    
   Total Cast & Casting: 812,140.00$   

COSTUMES 24,415.00$     
MAKE-UP & HAIRDRESSING 23,600.00$     
LOCATIONS 119,100.00$   

SETS & PROPERTIES
Construction 44,000.00$                                    
Props & Set Dressing 48,700.00$                                    
Action Props & Vehicles 18,300.00$                                    
Special Effects & Armoury 4,900.00$                                      
   Sets & Properties: 115,900.00$   

GARDENS OF WAR - BUDGET - 2021 PRODUCTION
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GARDENS OF WAR - BUDGET - 2021 PRODUCTION

IMAGE CAPTURE - DIGITAL STORAGE 3,000.00$       

EQUIPMENT & STORES
Camera 75,000.00$                                    
Sound 18,200.00$                                    
Lighting 40,000.00$                                    
Grips 3,500.00$                                      
Unit Facilities 49,600.00$                                    
Safety 2,700.00$                                      
   Equipment & Stores: 189,000.00$   

RENTALS & STORAGE 15,400.00$     
TRAVEL & TRANSPORT 777,050.00$   
ACCOMMODATION, LIVING & CATERING 912,546.00$   
INSURANCES 125,000.00$   
OFFICE EXPENSES 13,620.00$     

TOTAL PRODUCTION COSTS 4,073,000.00$    

POST-PRODUCTION CREW 80,000.00$                                    
POST-PRODN. RENTALS & OFFICE EXPENSES 5,200.00$                                      
POST-PRODN. TRAVEL & ACCOMMODATION 10,000.00$                                    
IMAGE POST-PRODUCTION 118,900.00$                                  
DIGITAL VISUAL EFFECTS 3,000.00$                                      
POST-PRODUCTION SOUND 2,750.00$                                      
MUSIC 150,000.00$                                  
PUBLICITY & STILLS - PRODUCTION 5,440.00$                                      
DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS 12,500.00$                                    
TOTAL POST-PRODUCTION COSTS 387,790.00$   

TOTAL  BELOW  THE  LINE / PRODUCTION  COSTS 4,460,790.00$    

LEGAL & BUSINESS
  -  Audit 8,000.00$                                      
  -  Tax Accounting fees 4,000.00$                                      
  -  Cashflow Lender Costs 20,000.00$                                    
  -  Bank Fees 500.00$                                         
  -  Company Fees 2,000.00$                                      
  -  Production Legals 45,289.00$                                    
   Legal & Business: 79,789.00$     

CONTINGENCY   446,079.00$   
MARKETING, SOCIAL MEDIA AND PR  (2% of total) 120,000.00$   

TOTAL BUDGET 5,896,158.00$    



 

But Why Now? 

There are many reasons as to why we are doing this now. 

It's uncertain when the borders will open again and how travel between 
Australia and Vanuatu will work. 

What we do know is that we can charter an aircraft from Sydney and bring our 
cast and crew to Vanuatu as one group.  This would include all of our props, 
wardrobe and equipment.  So we would hit the ground running. 

The resorts are desperate for initiatives like this as is the food services sector, 
transportation sectors, construction etc.  

We would be using local craftspeople to create all the tribal costumes and 
props and to build two village sets. 

Within the film there are many featured roles for Ni Vanuatu and the need for a 
large number of extras.  

The Vanua Fire team is currently unemployed and are highly talented 
performers who could be trained by our stunt coordinator for the fight scenes.  

If the borders were open however, they'd be back to working seven nights a 
week and unavailable.  And the same applies for many of our other providers 
from the tourism sector. So people are hungry and available to work on the film. 

But the biggest reason to push ahead for production in 2021 is that Vanuatu 
could really use something like this NOW.  It would be a morale booster and a 
production they can call their own. 

As you'll read on, there will be extensive social media campaigns around this 
film.  Specifically, the Ni Vanuatu are very connected via Facebook.  Mainly 
because the messenger service is free to anyone with a mobile phone. 

The timing is excellent for both Vanuatu and the International film & TV industry 
as there is a major shortage of new content around the world.  The sooner we 
can create it, the sooner we can get it to the market. 
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Key Cast 

At this stage we are not able to book our key cast without financing in place to 
sign the contracts.  However we have been in discussions with three rising 
stars who have read the script and are interested in the lead roles.  They have 
also agreed to be part of the pitch documents.   

Tess Haubrich - As Bunnie    IMDB link 

Like many Aussie actors Tess learned the ropes on "Home and Away", but later 
picked up some leading  roles in the TV series "Pine Gap" and "Bad Mothers".  
She featured in "Wolverine 3" and in Ridley Scott's "Alien Covenant" and 
recently starred with Jackie Chan in "Bleeding Steel" with a dramatic fight 
scene on top of the Sydney Opera House. 
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Ryan Corr - as Jay    IMDB link 
 

People will remember Ryan as Coby in "Packed to the Rafters".  He has also 
had leading roles in "Wolf Creek 2" and "Holding the Man".  He has also played 
alongside Russel Crowe in "The Water Diviner".  

Jake Ryan - as Clive    IMDB link 

Jake has also paid his dues in great Aussie dramas like "Underbelly", 
"Wentworth" and "Home and Away".  He has most recently starred in the 
breakthrough New Zealand film "Savage". 

This is an example of the calibre of the cast that we intend to be drawing on for 
GARDENS OF WAR. 
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Public Relations & Social Media Campaign 

GARDENS OF WAR is not only a movie, it's also a holistic privately funded 
initiative to achieve social, community and economic goals for Vanuatu.  

Our intention is for public relations and social media to be central to the 
planning of the movie.  It will start during the pre-production stages while we 
begin casting, building sets and creating the wardrobe.   

During shooting, we will be engaged with morning TV shows and similar 
programs in Australia, New Zealand, New Caledonia other international 
programs.  Our social media campaigns will target fan bases with a website for 
email capturing and fan interaction. 

The benefits of engaging with an international audience early on in the process 
is two-fold.   Having strong public relations and international support already in 
place will increase the commercial value of the film and make it more attractive 
to the international film market.  This will also create a buzz about Vanuatu and 
its tourism sector. So when borders do re-open, Vanuatu will be a top of mind 
destination.   

Here are a couple of examples: 

5 Superb Examples of Social Media Campaigns for Blockbuster Movies 

Top 9 Killer Movie Social Media Marketing Campaigns 

Marketing Campaign 

A portion of the budget has been allocated to market the film to the international 
sales agents.  In the past, this would have included the big film markets like 
Cannes and the American Film Market in Santa Monica.  In 2020 it was all 
done virtually  

Keep in mind though that our marketing expenditure is intended to attract 
buyers.  It will be the distributors who are responsible for the actual marketing 
and advertising of the film in their respective territories.  This expense will be 
re-couped  from the gross returns and we will not be put out of pocket for that. 
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Sales and Distribution 

With the emergence of streaming networks into the landscape of sales and 
distribution, the scene has radically changed in a very  short period of time. 

Traditionally a film would first be released in cinemas.  The exhibitors would 
collect the money and after expenses the net returns would filter back thru the 
distributor, back to the producers.   

Currently, smaller  films are completely bypassing the theatrical release and 
going straight to the big streaming networks of which there are now many 
players. 

Netflix for example just paid $30 Milllion USD for the exclusive world wide 
rights to "Malcom and Marie" which cost $2.5 Million USD.  It is a fantastic 
success story. 

But generally speaking, Netflix and the other large streaming companies are 
pretty tight lipped about what they pay for content. So this makes it very 
difficult to make projections about what they'd pay. 

However the producers of GARDENS OF WAR  have already secured a 
distribution deal for Australia and New Zealand with Backlot Films. They are 
an independent film distributor based out of Melbourne.  The two owners had 
previously worked at Paramount Pictures and are industry veterans with 
strong contacts in the ANZ Market.  Especially with exhibitors. 

The Backlot Deal includes an advance payment of $100,000 AUD at the 
completion of the film which is unusual as advances are rarely paid these 
days for independent films. 

It means that GARDENS OF WAR will have and immediate theatrical release 
in Australia and New Zealand.  But this allows us to capitalise on the publicity 
and momentum when approaching international sales agents for a further 
world wide theatrical release and/or distribution deals. 

In spite of the Pandemic physical cinema is still going strong.  The film "The 
Dry" was released on January 1 and did  $20 Million AUD in the box office. 

The ANZ theatrical distribution extends to airlines, ships, oil rigs, army bases 
etc (all the things you see on the copyright statements) Followed by release 
to DVD, Pay TV, Free to Air, Pay Per View, Video on Demand and other 
internet subscription services. 
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Soundtrack Album Sales & Promotional Value 

Lime Cordiale will be creating the sound track for the film.   

In 2020, they won the J Awards Album of the Year in Australia, with five songs in 
the Triple J hottest 100.  That is more than any other Australian artist.  These 
guys are on a trajectory to international stardom.  And they also happen to be the 
sons of the producer - Bill Leimbach. 

The band is under the management of music legend Michael Chugg and we're in 
the process of negotiating a world wide distribution deal of the GARDENS OF 
WAR soundtrack album through Universal Music.  

This would also include a theme song to be recorded with Tio, a Ni Vanuatu artist.  
The theme some would be sung in both his custom language and English. 

Something along the lines of Yothu Yindi's 'Treaty' that can be made into a music 
video featuring Lime Cordiale with the Ni Vanuatu cast in a big dance number. 

Sales from the single alone could be incredible, however the immediate value is 
in the PR and on-going promotion.  

In the USA they have signed an exclusive management arrangement with Post 
Malone, an international superstar in his own right.  This will see the band touring 
stadiums in the US post COVID, exposing the band to millions of fans. 

Having a rising international pop group attached to the film will pull an instant 
youth audience and add to the overall saleability of the film as well as the 
massive revenue potential for the sales of the GARDENS OF WAR Soundtrack 
Album. 
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Exclusive Sponsorship Deals in Vanuatu 

Large local Vanuatu businesses like Vodaphone, Digicell, ABM and Wilco will be 
approached to be the official supplier to GARDENS OF WAR.  Their branding 
would be displayed in our marketing, PR and social media campaigns.  Although 
the returns might be modest, it's another way to capitalise on our social media 
campaign, drive awareness and put a few dollars back in the investor account. 

Merchandising - Including a Theme Park 

There are further opportunities for possible merchandising.   Especially as 
Vanuatu is a popular tourist destination.   

Eventually when cruise ships return, there are potentially thousands of 
passengers that will be wandering around Port Vila looking for something to do. 

At the completion of the film, village sets could be maintained and become part of 
a GARDENS OF WAR theme park and tour.  This could be run by a licensed 
operator, where they put on a mock battle scene and sell branded merchandise.   
Survivor Island Vanuatu (from the US Production in 2004) was still a very popular 
day trip pre-Covid and will continue when the borders open again. 

This potential on-going revenue that could last for years and create a captive 
market that is enthusiastic for GARDENS OF WAR merchandise and 
memorabilia. 
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Investment Strategy & Return on Investment 

Predicting precise return on any investment is purely speculative, but the 
producers of GARDENS OF WAR will utilise the best practices and progressive 
strategies to maximise ROI for the production through the international sales of 
the film and soundtrack album.  

1. The 6 million dollar budget for GARDENS OF WAR is an attractive 
option to film buyers at the moment.  Considering that the big Marvel 
epics are not making much money without big cinema audiences.  At 
the recent American Film Market and European Film Markets, buyers 
were specifically looking for projects with production costs between 
$500,000 and $5,000,000 USD. Projects with larger budgets were 
largely ignored, regardless of attached talent. 

2. The producers of GARDENS OF WAR will engage with global 
distribution partners at the onset, leveraging on early stage social media 
and public relations campaigns.  This will attract the attention not only of 
the Australian audience but the world wide audience.  And most 
importantly, the international sales agents and distributors, maximising 
global revenues. 

3. There is no “typical” distribution deal, however the producers of  
GARDENS OF WAR will negotiate for as much as possible and give 
away as little as possible. 

4. The Producers of GARDENS OF WAR will insist on ensuring that 
marketing experts in each of the territories, will understand and 
appreciate the unique qualities of this film.  A potential and immediate 
cult classic, both in story and tribal culture.  

5. The GARDENS OF WAR sound track album will be released by an 
international music publishing company like Universal Music. 

6. GARDENS OF WAR is slated for release via theatrical, video on 
demand (VOD), internet and cable, DVD/Blue-Ray, broadcast and 
foreign distribution.  Specific strategies will be explored for ALL revenue 
streams, such as inclusion in subscription-steaming offerings (i.e. 
Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Prime, etc.), as well as adapted for mobile and 
tablet viewing as newer digital and yet unknown platforms arise  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The Assumptions That Affect the Bottom Line Return 

In evaluating the financial potential for GARDENS OF WAR, the producers 
have used a conservative and conventional approach that is based on industry 
standards. 

1. Box Office returns will reflect gross dollars of ticket sales before the exhibitor 
splits the total with distributor. 

2. All funds that flow from each revenue source (exhibitor) to distributor, who will 
deduct their digital print and advertising expenses before distributing revenue 
to the production company. 

3. Distribution fees generally range from 25% - 50% of all distributor gross revenue 
depending on the platform. For example TV sales might be 50% but DVD sales 
could be 25%. There is a generally accepted estimate method used by industry 
analysts and trade publications.  Our distribution deals are based on negotiation.  

4. A period of up to one-year from the start of principal photography to delivery 
of finished film should be anticipated for this, or any other feature film. This 
period can vary, but can accommodate most circumstances that can affect 
delivery. 

5. The film's release date depends on finalisation of distribution arrangements, 
which may occur either before or after the film has been completed, and is an 
unknown variable at this time. The budget, covers only the expenses that are 
needed to create the digital masters of the film, with a relatively modest 
marketing budget. All marketing costs, or “distribution expenses”, which include 
release copies and major advertising costs, are born by the distributor and are 
normally recouped by the distribution company before monies are disbursed to 
the producers. 

6. Production costs are projected on the higher side of actual costs. This is done to 
minimise the likelihood of financial shortfall. If the film is completed under 
budget, it will be assessed to determine if any excess funds can be better spent 
on marketing or if they will be returned to the investors. 

7. The majority of revenues are traditionally realised within three years of the 
release date. Although the earning life of the film can be much longer (an 
accepted average is seven years), the producers are assuming this trend will 
hold true for GARDENS OF WAR. This could be true if any one of our young 
up and coming actors becomes the next Chris Hemsworth or Nicole Kidman, 
which would suddenly add incredible value to the longevity of the film. 
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Risk Management and Mitigation 

An investment in producing a motion picture is speculative and involves a certain 
degree of risk. The ideal investor is one who recognises that GARDENS OF WAR 
will be a unique offering and an immediate must-see film. 

To minimise risk, the producers have established a realistic production schedule 
and created a highly detailed budget.  The production team has substantial 
experience and will mitigate these production risks in the following ways: 

1. Ensuring key elements are satisfactorily addressed and resolved before 
the production phase (larger expenditures) begins.  

2. Engaging a highly competent and experienced Line Producer and 
Assistant Director to maintain internal accountability and keep the film on 
track during production in terms of budget and schedule.  

3. The use of industry professionals and/or qualified consultants for services 
and department head positions to ensure completion of a quality product 
and to best protect the interest of investors. 

4. Create alternate plans for personnel and workflow that limit production 
delays due to unexpected circumstances. 

5. Comprehensive production insurance will be in place to mitigate any 
expense that might be out of the producer’s control. Comprehensive 
coverage will include Film Producer’s Indemnity (Cast Insurance), 
Negative Film Coverage (or digital equivalent), Producer’s Errors and 
Omissions, etc. 
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Vanuatu + Legacy 

As an investor in GARDENS OF WAR, you are not only investing in the 
production of a major motion picture, but you are also investing in Vanuatu.  
This includes the hundreds of local talent and suppliers that will benefit 
immensely from this project.  Especially at a time when people need it more 
than ever. 

   

Please view the videos on our YouTube channel to hear from just a few of the 
local people who would benefit from this project. 

With the current border closures, the country has ground to a halt.  And there's 
no telling when tourism will resume and in what form.  GARDENS OF WAR 
brings a breath of hope to a desperate community and gives them something 
they can call their own, not to mention the injection of cash into the local 
economy. 

For the film makers, it's a unique opportunity to work in a COVID-free 
environment and away from the current restrictions being imposed in Australia 
and everywhere else in the world.  Once we get through the initial quarantine 
stage we'll be up and running and making content for a hungry international 
market. 

The social media campaign will also draw huge attention to Vanuatu and keep 
the country and the destination top of mind for people all over the region and in 
fact all over the world. 

Additionally we'll be increasing the skills of hundreds of people in filmmaking. 
And paving the way for future productions by developing a regional film hub and 
potentially a dedicated school for film and media production. 
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjdfeAKOLKqsWcpGQRmcq2Q


 
In Conclusion 

You could invest in a racehorse which could be fun, but you could also invest in 
GARDENS OF WAR, which is also kind of fun, and it too has legs.  

There are potentially multiple income streams with returns that could last for 30 
years.  Your investment would not only go towards making a major motion 
picture but you'd also be helping a country who has hit hard times.  Your 
investment will help  bolster the re-emergence of  tourism and create a legacy 
for the next generation. 

Need more?  How about some Investor Perks:  

 - VIP access to the World Premieres in Port Vila and Sydney 

 - Cast meet and greet 

 - Special on set days for those in Vanuatu 

 - A cameo appearance 

 - Executive Producer credits for those who invest $1 Million with an EP page    

    on the International Movie Database (IMDB) 

We thank you so much for considering this investment opportunity. 

For further information please contact: 
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Bill Mulham 

billmulham@gardensofwar.com 
      

 +678 777 2511  
+62 413 316 440

Romina Micallef 

info@gardensofwar.com 

+678 771 5259
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